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December 9, 196$

Dear John:

I find i I never replied to your ltters
Of November , but you will bao learnt In the inan.
tims that your suggostions for Mr. Soper's visit were
Laz'ply followed and resulted in what I think wma a
good visitj we all certainly enjoyed aking is a-
qusiutanue and found the conversations interesting
and useful.

I have sent you under separate cover the study
on the "U.K.-Swedish" proposal which was released
this uorning, as you no doubt have natioed in the
press. We shall have a printed version toward the
end of the year.

Best regards,

inorely,

Lars J. Lind

Mr. John White
Overseas Development Institute Ltd.
160 Piccadilly
London, W.1

/WLJjsw



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W1 HYDE PARK 2654

CONF/39 24th November, 1965.

I am sorry I did not have a chance to see you again before

I left, but I am writing to you now to say how much I appreciated

the arrangements you made for me to see various people in the

Bank. It was a most useful visit and I was delighted with it

all.

Dr. T.P. Soper,
Director of Studj.

Mr. Lars J. Lind,
Assistant Director of Information,

I.B.R.D.,
1818 H. Street, N.W.,
Washington D.C. 20433,
U.S.A.

TPS/EE.
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.]

PROJ/15 5 November, 1965 HYDE PARK 2654

Dear Harold,

I am writing to let you know that Tom Soper, our Deputy Director
and Director of Studies, is coming to the United States later this month.
He has been invited to participate in an AID/Brookings symposium on research
needs regarding the development of administrative capabilities in the
emerging countries, at Williamsburg. On his way back he plans to spend two
days in Washington, and the principal purpose of this visit will be to get
a view of recent developments in the thinking of the World Bank. He will
be in Washington on November 19 and 20.

I very much hope that you will be able, although the visit is so
short, to help him to get an impression of the way in which the Bank is
moving. As you know, ODI's programme of work on multilateral institutions
is now developing very clearly as an even mixture of studies and of far more
diffuse activities - in conferences, seminars, the press, etc. - intended
to stimulate discussion of the nature and role of multilateral organisations.
This later part of the programme depends for its success on other people
in the Institute as well as myself having detailed and direct knowledge of
the latest developments.

In view of the shortness of the visit, I have suggested to Dr. Soper
that he should concentrate on three aspects of the World Bank:-

A. general developments in the field of studies, appraisal and activities
other than strict lending operations;

B. developments in the Bank's approach to its lending operations, as
exemplified in its criteria for educational and agricultural projects;

C. developments in the Bank's relations, in the widest sense, with
individual borrowing countries in which it is heavily involved,

In order to make B and C a bit more specific, I have suggested that
he should look at particular areas. For developmenis in project appraisal,
I have sugg sted that he should concentrate on Africa. For developments in
relations L&borrowing countries, I have suggested he should look at Latin
America.

This seems to indicate meetings with the following people, if it
can be arranged (if you see reason to amend this list, of course, please
do so).
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Harold Graves - 2 - 5 November, 1965

In the field of general studies, and the Bank's "extracurricular
activities", the obvious people to see are Irving Friedman and Dick Demuth.

On Latin America, I very much hope that he will have a chance to
meet Gerry Alter, who is far more articulate than anybody else I've met
in explaining what the Bank is trying to do in this respect. For a specific
case history, a meeting with Ray Frost might also be rewarding.

On Africa, the names that occur immediately to me are MuJiir Benjenk,
Nick Horsley and John de Wilde.

I am sure that Dr. Soper ought not to leave Washington without
taking the opportunity at least to have a brief conversation with Geoffrey
Wilson. He would also like to say hello to Arnold Rivkin, whom he knows
of old.

Do you think that you could arrange his schedule along these lines,
adding to or subtracting from the list as you see fit? Dr. Soper could
then get in touch with iwAi=" from Williamsburg, between November 15 and
November 18, to confirm the arrangements.

I know that some of these people would be extremely busy, but I am
sure that you will agree with me in thinking that a visit of this kind by
our Director of Studies will immensely enhance our ability to develop in this
country a meaningful debate on the role of multilateral institutions.

Incidentally, you may be interested to know that the role of multi-
lateral institutions was much discussed at this year's Cambridge Conference.
What was new about this was the way in which the conversation developed along
functional rather than mythological lines, largely, I flatter myself,
because of frequent interjections from myself. Partly as a result of this
experience, next year's conference is to be primarily on coordination,
effective allocation of aid, and suchlike questions.

With best wishes.

Yours ever,

John White

Mr. Harold Graves
IBRD
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

cc: J. Miller

JW:tr



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION CORPORATION

Appointments for Mr. Soper:

November 19, 1965:

10:30 Mr. Hoffman

11:30 Mr. Alter

Luncheon Mr. Rivkin
2:15 Mr. Williams
3:00 Mr. Wilson

3:30 Mr. Friedman
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OVERSEAS DEV TINSTITUTE LTD.

PROJ/155 November, 1965

Dear Lars,

Thank you very much for ter of October 29, with which
you enclosed a note on the meet ordination of aid which took
place at the time of the Bank eetings.

I had seen the piece n ca Times about the UK-Swedish
proposal. Obviouslyp I do not acate jj was in th deal
of the Bank's study, but from ItI'd already picked 7 heand thee it sees to have been tely accurate accout of the

. controversy that the study has dwithin the Bank. My imp enfrom the way in which it was wr s tht it was a delibeatel n
stilaed leak on the part of on mre conservav mebr of teBaRstaff - i.e. one of those rY reluctant to see the Bank
extend its activities beyond owl defind sureygand lendingWoperations.

The study, and the disc icl will inevitably surround
it, are clearly goin to figure tj~. in international debate on
the role of the Wol ank duri yeax, especially since the
wording of the UKSwedish propo h developments which have
followed it all tend0 to tie the on of compensatory finance to
the future of IDA. I'm not do about the piece in the Fino
Times at the moment, since the to be very delicate, and
since it would obviously be to tage 4of those who wish to see
satisfactory arrang#eets even ked out that the Bank should pick
its own men fo initiating tional debate. I should -be veryA
grafl, howeverg if you could in touch with all developments
concerning both the study itsel controversy surrounding it-
dince I find that i crops up v ently in conversation here. At
the moment, I am selightly at a the question of how to handle
the whole issue.

Yours evert

Mr ars Lind
Assiant Director fe Inomtohn Whit

1818 H Street, N.W.
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November I, 1965.

Mr. John D. Miller
Director - European Office
I.BR.D.
4 Avenue d' Iena
Paris 160, France.

Dear Johnnie,

Re your letter of October 27th, I do not think I have any
particular subjects to discuss with the Overseas Development Ministry
aside from getting acquainted and having a general round-up.

I suppose they will indeed have India and Pakistan at the top
of their list but I am not privy to U.S. thinking en thes matters
(which is going on these days mainly at the L.B.J. ranch) so I do
not know how much I shall have to contribute.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

J. Burke Knapp

JB4h



October 29, 1965

Dear Johns

Thank you for your lettor to iarold of October
25 concerning documentation. I shall keep your ned
in mind and push your way any material that sem likely
to be of use to you; I an starting by sending you a note
(confidential) on the 0oneral Meeting on Coordination of
Aid, held September 28, in which Mr. Woods' remarks are
included.

The Bankls staff study on the UK-Swedish proposal
for compensatory financing will soon go to UNCTAD and I
shall send you a copy a soon as it is available; you
have no doubt noticed the FT account, which according to
our sscond-hand reports, seems to be unfortunate and in-
correct in both swnses of that word.

Sincerely,

Lars J. Lind
Assistant Director of Information

Encl.

Mr. John White
OVERSFAS DEVELOPNT INSTITUTE
160 Piccadilly
London, W.1

/jaw
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR ANTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: NTlBAFRAD DATE: OCTOBER 29, iL65

PARIS CLASS OF yEX
SERVICE:

COUNTRY: FRANCE

TEXT: 8
Cable No.-

FOR MILLER STOP YOU HAVE COPY JOHN WHITE ODI LETTER OCTOBER IWENTYFIVE

TO GRAVES SUGGESTING WOODS ATTED ODI LUNCH STOP WOODS TIME LONDON

LIMITED BUT WhAT WOULD YOU RECOMMED

WISHART

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

MESSAGE AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME G. C. Wishart

DEPT. Office es n
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(SIGNATURE WtIVIDUAL UTRIZED To APPliovE)

GGWish :Ml For Use by Archives Division

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
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INTERNATIONA, ANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION CORPORATION

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

October 29, 1965

Mr. W ds:

You asked me to obtain the views of
Mr. Wilson and Mr. Miller on attached letter from
John White of ODI. Mr. Wilson's views are below.

Today, Mr. Miller spoke with Mr. Graves
on the telephone. He (Miller) had already been in
touch with William Clark, the Director-General of
ODI. Miller had told Clark that he thought a lunch
would not be possible for you and that it would, be
preferable-for you tocall in at ODI for a brief
chakt1ith Sir Leslie Rowan and Clark and the others,
as you did when last in London. Miller undertook
io tery and fit this into your schedule-baEd on a
mutually convenient time.

I think no further action is required
here except to watch out for this when Miller's
suggestions for your schedule come in.

G. C. shart



FORM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPM INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 'NTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. G. C. Wish t. DATE: October 28,1965.

FROM: G. M. Wilson.

SUBJECT:

I am not sure how long Mr. Woods is going to be in London or
what his other engagements are. But subject to this I think it would
be quite useful for him to go to a meeting convened by the ODI. They
are in touch with a wide range of people in London who are interested
in development problems and I think it would serve a useful purpose
if some of these people could see and hear Mr. Woods in person.

In other words I would not put this at the top of the list of
priorities but it would be useful to do it if time permitted.



INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOP

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION CORPORATION

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT Oct. 27, 1965

Mr. Wilson:

Mr. Woods has seen attached
and has asked me to find out what
you and Johnnie Miller recommend.
He adds that he would rather "skip
it."

G. C.W art



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.1

PROJ/15 
25 October, 1965 HYDE PAPK 26S4

Dear Harold,

I gather that George Woods is to be in London at the end of

next month. I am writing to ask, therefore, whether there is any

chance of his having time in his schedule - provided he feels it would

be worthwhile - to come along to ODI for a luncheon or for a one-hour

discussion meeting or some such arrangement. I have in mind selected

ODI staff and perhaps an equal number of outsiders of the kind that

he might not meet in his ordinary official rounds, but who are interested

and influential in those areas in which he is concerned - making

perhaps a dozen people altogether.

I used this technique to get Beheiry, of the African Develop-

ment Bank, to meet a number of people he would not otherwise have seen

when he was over here last, and I think the meeting was extremely

fruitful and worthwhile. The people we had from outside then were

two or three from the Ministry, one from CDC, oneor two from the

banking world and so on. I would also have in mind one or two specialist

journalists whom I am slowly indoctrinating with my current ideas
(principally The Economist and The Financial Times).

Best wishes.

Yours sincerely,

John White

Mr. Harold Graves
IBRD
1818 H Stteet, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

JW:tr
22 CCI58 bl0: E
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.I

HYDE PARK 2654

PROJ/15 25 October, 1965

Dear Harold,

Thank you very much for your letter of October llth. I
apologise for the delay in replying, which is caused by the fact that
I had to go to Berlin for an Anglo-German conference immediately on
return from holiday.

I have received the chairman's report on the 7th meeting of
the Pakistan Consortium from Lars Lind. Could you thank him for it,
please? In view of the difficulty concerning the earlier reports,
I shall try to do without for the time being. It seems likely, in
any case, with things as they are in Pakistan, that the study of
consortia is likely to be delayed, so I may well be over in Washington
before I have to sit down to write my final draft, and that would
solve the problem.

As regards other documentation, I have no immediate problems
in any particular area. The really difficult problem is how to keep
up with new stuff that comes out over the fairly wide range in which
I am interested, which probably includes a number of papers and such-
like which I do not even know exist. I think you know by now the
kind of questions that I'm likely to ask on any given subject.
The most helpful thing I can do, therefore, is simply give you a list
of current areas of interest based on the programme outline that you
have already had:-

a. onsortia and consultative groups (particularly any
material prepared for or as a result of the recent Bank meeting, in
which I gather the President had quite a lot to say about his plans);

b. Latin American institutions;

c. regional development banks;

d. major syndicate operations of the Keban and Kainji type.
(Incidentally, what is the present state of play in the dispute over
the management of the Keban syndicate?)

For more specific things, I gather that the best way of keeping
in touch is to discuss with Johnnie Miller my current problems on his
frequent visits here, on which basis he can usually tell me what has
been done.



H. Graves - 2 - 25 October, 1965

I shall let you have an annual report, as suggested, at the

end of the calendar year.

I am writing to you separately about another matter.

With best wishes.

Yours sincerely,

John White

Mr. Harold Graves
IBRD
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

JW:tr



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD.
140 PIeAD1LLY

LONDON W.1

TELEPHONE: HYDE PARK 2654

PROJ/15 14 October, 1965

Dear Mr. Graves,

'John White is on hiday "Present. I will
hold your letter of October llth4o his return.

Yours sincerely,

Tevis Rowan,
secretary

Mr. Harold Graves

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
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Owbober 11, 1965

Dear Jaho

Tan you very ,.h for your not.e of 7 September.
Now that your program is asiing more sharply into to-
aux, I would ke to get after the problem of supply.
ig ye with needed dopmantaion. By this time, I
hop, ye have gottw the Pakistan reports. What
would you like to have next?

It Is very kind of you to offer to compose an
awna' repwrt. If you do indeed hoses to oarry on
with this gallant projeea, I think the best time for
us would be the end of the oa3*ndar year. This Uning
would give us plenty of tim to neditate aiy budget
iplioatians that a.ght aoisej our -w budget hearings
usually being conducted in the spring,

Sinserely yours,

Harold Graves

Mr. John White
Overseas Developmant Institute Ltd.
160 Picoadi2ly
Landon , &.l
England

MG:ap



September 22, 196$

Dear Jcht

I enclose the Chan'msni Repwt of the Meeting

of the Pikistan Casortiu held Jmze 1-3, 1965. All

previms reports exist o4 In one cof in a mAter

file and tatre weald be considerable diffiuis to

have thbo reproduced. If the report are adoolute~r

easential to you, we aal try to do so, but hqpe yvA

can do without te.

Sincere1r,

Lars J. Lind

mr. John lIite
O|RSFAS EMLOPMISITUT LTD.

L,( PicWadU1
Lamdon, W.I



Septembear 21, 1965

Dear Johns

The digging up of the sumwmy reports of the

Chaiim of the Consortia Otivgs is a little aore

oapioated than we first thought. This is just

to tell you that this is nA being done and we hope

to send thme to you shortly.

Regards,

Sizcere3j yawrs,

Lars J. Lind

Mr. John White
OVRSEAS DELO0IT INSTIT7TE LTD.
160 ?iccadillv
LAndmn, W.1

LJL/j SW



FORM No. 59
(2- 55)

CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: Memo

DATED, September 17, 1965

TO: Mr. Woods

FROM: Mr. Wilson

FILED UNDER: OECD/DAC

SUMMARY: Notes made by Mr. John White of the DAC Ministerial Meeting

in July 1965.



FORM o. 75INTERNATIONAL BANK FORFORM No. 75 RECON STRUCTiON AND DEVELOPMENT
(2-60)

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATI ON ASSOCI ATI ON

Date
ROUTING SLIP September 20, 1965

NAME ROOM NO.

Mrs. Whetzell h53

To handle Note and File
Appropriate Disposition Note and Return
Approval Prepare Reply
Comment Per Our Conversation

_ Cull Report Recommendation
information Signature
initial Send On

REMARKS

Returned, with thanks. Mrs. Pollock
is at present looking out the reports
requested, but she is pretty pressed at the
moment with A.M. requirements, etc. Also,
there's a fairly good chance that there will
not be any spares available of some of the
earlier meetings. However, she will do her
best for you.

In the meantime, Mr. Lind may well wish
to acknowledge Mr. White's letter and let him
know that reports will be on the way.

F rr Mary Copeland



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD

160 PICCADILLY LONDON WI HYDE PARK 2654

PROJ/15 7 September, 1965

Dear Lars,

Thank you very much for sending me the utilisation reports, which
were indeed the ones that I needed most urgently. Of the others that I
mentioned, which I hope Harold will be able to let me have when he gets
back, the most important is the full set of summary reports of consortium
sessions by the chairman.

Yours sincerely,

John White

Mr. Lars J. Lind
Assistant Director of Information
IBRD
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

JW:tr
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD

160 PICCADILLY LONDON WI HYDE PARK 2654

PROJ/15 7 September, 1965

Dear Harold,

Thank you very much for your note of August 29. I am, of course,
keeping the documents supplied to me by the World Bank very much to myself.
Even in ODI, a habit is growing up by which people come to me when they want
to check on a point, rather than my sending the relavant document to them.

You might care to compare this situation with my relationship vis-4-vis
the OECD. The OECD, in which the secretariat is essentially in a weak position
in relation to the members, is very nervous about releasing documents, even
when you can give the precise reference for the document that you require.
I have therefore had to look elsewhere and am now in the happy situation of
having several complete sets of OECD files dotted about Europe at my disposal.
None of these has any embargo on it, of course, though I cannot make over-
free use of the material, because it would look a little bit odd if I con-
sistently blew the gaff on OECD while maintaining a discreet delicacy with
regard to the World Bank. I find this a small but very interesting illustra-
tion of the essential weakness of an organisation which is not in its own
right aw an operator.

Similarly, we are being fairly cautious in distribution that we
give to preliminary papers that I put out. There is no worry about things
like articles and broadcasts related to projects in which I am engaged, but
some of the other things have to be handled more carefully. On the 9brkish
consortium, for instance, I shall try to tell the full story (because it
really is a scandalous story) in draft, while accepting that much will have
to be cut before publication. In other words, I shall be using the draft
as a publication in its own right, though for very limited circulation;
probably only two or three people in OECD, perhaps one or two of the people
whom I think I can trust in Ankara, and people like Geoffrey Wilson, Johnnie
Miller, and Mr. Cope. My notes on my impressions of the DAC ministerial
meeting, also, were given only to three members of the World Bank delegation,
and Barbara Castle. There was a quite specific reason for this. It happened
that George Woods and Barbara Castle were the two people who held the initiative
at the meeting. I think I got a slightly different perspective on this initiative,
outside the meeting, from the view of those inside the conference room, but
this only seemed worth discussing with the people responsible. It would have
been disastrous, for instance, to show some of these impressions to the OECD
secretariat or the Germans.

You now have my revised programme outline. This gave a list of projects,
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Harold Graves - 2 - 7 September, 1965

but it occurs to me that it possibly did not give a picture of the more
diffuse byproducts of the programme - i.e. various articles, broadcasts,
and, above all, the very peculiar and special role that I seem to be
evolving as an inter-institutional messenger boy. In addition, I am very
anxious to start a regular seminar-type group here in the autumn, when
people start assembling again, but before planning this I have to wait
for a clearer picture to emerge of ODI's general action programme, which
is at present being revised in the light of the government's White Paper.
Would it be helpful to you - and, indeed, to the Treasurer - if I tried
to put all these together at some time in the form of an annual report?
If so, what would be the best time - end of calendar year, British financial
year or U.S. fiscal year?

Yours sincerely,

John White

Mr. Harold Graves
IBRD
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

JW:tr



September 2, 1965

Dear Williams

Thanks very much for giving Dr. Felder my new address. It was
good to h3ar from you -'nd I am deli. hted to kno, that you will be

over here torards the end of Septemb r and in ashington around mid-
October. You can reach -e here at the Bank by calling TU 1-320,
or at my apartment (Apt. 803, 2800 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., D.C.) by
calling 3f3-9258.

I wa sorry to have arrive just ai3 John White returned to London.
I was hoping we might have had the chance to chat together.

Life is good hers and I am well pleased with my new appointment.
Give ny regarda to Adrian, and I look forvard to seeing you next month.

Yours ever,

Julian Grenfell

Mr. illiam D. Clark
Overseas Development Institute Ltd.
160 Piccadilly
London W.l
ENILAND

JGzcr



Augut 30, 1965

Dear Johns

In the absenco of Huauold aves, uho is in

EUrope, I am smAing you the report. at the Utiliza-

ticO of Aid by Pakitaa. Fcr the rest of the docu-

WmtAtiou you will have to await Harold's return,

but I gather fr= yw letter the *Ose0d reports

were the mot urgently needed.

sincerewr,

Lars J. Lind
Assistant Director of Informt

Mr. John Wdte
OVERSWA DEiVELOPKWN ISTITOT LTD.
160 Pic cad17
London, W1

England

f* SW~ 1it
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD

160 PICCADILLY LONDON WI HYDE PARK 2654

PROJ/15 24 August, 1965

Dear Harold,

Another long silence, I'm afraid, which does not by any means indicate

that I have at last obtained that peace that I require in order to write my

sketch of the Bank. This is really a newsletter, bringing you up to date.

I recently spent a certain amount of time in Paris getting to know

the structure and operations of the OECD secretariat. In the course of

this, I hovered around the DAC ministerial meeting (like any journalist.),

principally in order to get a live impression of how it actually goes on.

In the course of this, I had a number of conversations with the various

people that George Woods brought over with him, as a result of which I am

gradually building up a far clearer picture of the Bank's projected and

potential role, additional to its lending activities, as an intermediary.

The phrase that occurred. to me in the course of the meeting to describe

the role that George Woods is trying to give the Bank, was "management

consultant to the world aid business". After that, I went to Turkey for

a fortnight, to collect the additional material that I needed for the

Turkey chapter in my study of consortia. I now have all of this, and am

in the middle of putting the chapter together. I had better let you have

the draft of this study, chapter by chapter as it comes out.

I am enclosing herewith a memorandum I did for William Clark, giving

the latest state of play. The first and second projects are more or less

as originally outlined, and remain firm. The third project I have already

mentioned, but its form is changing slightly in the light of more recent

impressions. In particular, the ADB- IBRD axis is taking on a large

significance in my perspective.

The fourth project replaces my original plan for a vast world map

polarised on OECD and UNfCTAD with the World Bank and all the others strung

around the equator. This, my original idea of the destination of this

programme, is clearly too sprawly and woolly to be manageable. Anyway,

the outline that I'm now thinking of, listed as the fourth project, is

neater,more specific, and probably of far more practical value. Even so,

it lies very much in the future, and I do not yet regard it as firm.

I'm wondering what has happened about all the documents you were

going to clear for me. In particular, I now urgently need a full set of

reports of the chairman of the Pakistan consortium, together with pledging
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figures, and if possible utilisation reports. Can you help, please -
please?

With best wishes.

Yours sincerely,

John White

Lr. Harold Graves
IBJJ
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Enc. 1

JY:tr



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

ISO PICCADILLY LONDON W.I

PROJ/15A 23rd July, 1965. HYOE PARK 2654

Dear Mr. Reamy,

Thank you very much for your letter of 20th July forwarding a oheque
for L2,197-18-7 which will help things along. I shall be on holiday in
August but in September I shall write again to ask for funds to cover
salaries and overheads for the period Ist October - 31st March next, and
I shall send you deltails of expenditure incurred on a visit by Mr. White
to Paris and Geneva recently, and of a longer trip he is at present away
on, taking him to Paris, Geneva and Ankara.

Yours sincerely,

DAVID WAUTON

Secretary

Mr. Joseph C. Reamy,
Chief,
Administrative Expense Section,
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development,
1818 H Street, N.s
Washington, D.C. 20433, 12 1Th 1
U.S.A.

iAED

DHW/NML
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Dwer John:

I msnwt apologise for bavimg boon so* a poor *mrw_

pondent for the past woiple of amnth. Ieb m co-ates
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ing dowmant that you xaght not have ean. It deals (of
al things) with the coardarttoa of aid, and it is sent
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Sinraly -ours

Uarold GQnsa
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160 Piaadilly
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160 PICCADILLY LONDON WI HYDE PARK 2654 17

PROJ/15 15 July, 1965

Dear Harold,

I have just returned from a whistle-stop tour of Europe, the chief
purpose of which was to make contact with as many people as possible in
various institutions relevant to our programme of studies, particularly
in OECD and the OECD Development Centre. It seemed to me high time that
I poked my head out from inside the World Bank's pocket, and I must say
that this highly compressed view of such widely differing approaches
problems of coordination was very instructive, if not particularly en-
couraging.

I also had a meeting with de Seye s and various other people in
Geneva, which really was very enlightening indeed. One thing that has
emerged from this, and which I had perhaps previously not sufficiently
taken into account in the planning of my programme, was the role of
regional development banks, especially in the context of putting instruments
of development within reach of U.N. regional commissions and other such
bodies. It is now obvious to me that this is going to be a key area of
study. The World Bank, for instance, hasalready acknowledged the need
for close working relations with theAfrioanDevelopment Bank, a situation
which is likely to raise some fairly obvious functional problems. As
for the proposed Asian Development Bank, the situation at present looks even
spikier to me. Anyway, I'm writing to you to ask whether, in addition
to all the other material with which I hope you are making progress, you
know of any detailed work within the Bank on the role of regional develop-
ment banks. If you can find any such, I should be most interested to
hear of it.

I am going back to Paris next week to hover in the lobbies of the
DAC ministerial meeting, principally with a view to getting a firsthand
impression of the behaviour of national delegations in action on occasions
of this sort. I shall stay on for the Technical Cooperation Committee
before going on to Turkey to look at the functioning of the Turkish Con-
sortium from that end of the line. Suddenly I seem to have got caught up
in a whirl of activity. I only hope it will turn out to be productive.
When I was in Paris, I mentioned to Karasz that I would be doing this,
and suggested that he might mention it when he was in Washington. The
reason for this is that I'm going to have a slight problem about my
auspices as I hang about the lobbies of the Chateau de la Muette, and it
would be useful if I can at least buttonhole some member of the 1knk
delegation without embarrassment.
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One other point. People here are wondering whether the Treasurer
has come to a decision about method of payment. You will appreciate that

under present circumstances in this country, one is reluctant to withdraw

funds at call if other funds are in fact due and available. I have-

suggested to David Wauton, the Secretary, that he prepare an account for

you so that you have a piece of paper to work on. Could you, in any

case, jog people's memory, do you think, please?

The twins flourish. We occasionally see people from the

Bank as they pass through London, and indeed this continuing form of

contact is probably one of the most valuable results of my visit to
Washington.

With best wishes.

Yours sincerely,

John White

Mr. Harold Graves
IBRD
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

JW:tr
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.I

PROJ/15 
29 June, 1965 HYDE PARK 265+

Dear Harold,

For the past few weeks, I have been worried by the fact that
a variety of small jobs that had to be got out of the way seemed to
be holding up my main work in the programme of studies on multilateral
institutions. Most of these jobs, however, had landed on my desk
because they seemed to be connected with this programme, and I now
suddenly find that I have got well into the main work almost without
realising it.

I am at present concentrating on the Pakistan and Turkey
consortia, and reckon to be going to Turkey after the DAC ministerial
meeting, and to Pakistan sometime in September or October. I am en-
closing a piece that I wrote on the relationship of the donors to
Pakistan for The Financial Times.. I did this specifically as a
preparatory exerc'se for a much more detailed account of the Pakistan
consortium. In W eventit had to be cut by about a third, but I
am sending you the original because what went, of course, were the points
of detail and these are precisely what I hope to expand later on.

I am also enclosing a not very serious paper that I have
written on the problems of bilateralism for a conference in Cambridge
in the autumn. This remains mildly confidential, of course, until
the conference has taken place. My purpose in sending it to you is
to give you an idea of how I see the pattern and the faults in it
which are probably the most important conditioning factors in the
big bilateral donors' attitude to multilateral and multinational or-
ganisms of one kind and another.

I have still not written down the extensive version of my
thoughts on the World Bank as an institution, because I need a few
days of peace and quiet to do this - something that I have not yet
had. My idea now is definitely to do this as a paper for limited
distribution to a few officials, academic economists, financial journal-
ists and the like, in order to stimulate a rather more thoroughgoing
approach to the role of institutions such as the World Bank.

With best wishes. Yours sincere

John White
Mr. Harold Graves
IBRD
1818 H Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20433JW:tr
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

D 160 PICCADILLY LONDON W. I

21st June 1965
HYDE PARK 2654

Dear Dick,

Thank you very much for your letter of June 17th.

Let us talk this over when I see you in early October.
I now expect fairly definitely to be in Washington on 14th
and 15th October, and hope we can meet.

Annoyingly I am going to have some minor surgery, on
my knee, in early November, but that shouldn't prevent you
from seeing all the people you want to while here.

Best wishes anyway for your own back-breaking operation.

Yours ever,

William Clark

Richard H. Demtth, Esq.,
Inte-rnational Bank for Reconstruction and Development,
1818 H Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20433,
U.S.A.

JEM
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June 17, 1965
Mr. William Clark, Director
Overseas Development Institute
160 Piccadilly
London W.1, England

Dear Bill:

Thank you for your note of June 10 concerning my prom-
ise to spend some time with you both in the Institute and at
some of the universities next fall.

Unfortunately, I must undergo surgery. in mid-August
for a back ailment that I have had for many years. The doc-
tors tell me that this will keep me out of the Bank for
about six weeks and will preclude any travelling for about
three months after the operation. I will therefore not be
able to carry out my earlier plan of coming over to England
in October. In the absence of unforeseen developments here,
however, I think I could plan to come over around the middle
of November. Unless you have to make arrangements further
in advance, could we leave plans in that tentative stage
until we have an opportunity for further discussion when you
are in Washington in early October?

With best regards,

Since 1 reyrs,

Rticha k Demuth
Diyector

Developmen,1Services Department

RHD:tf
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.I

D
10th June 1965 HYDE PARK 2654

Dear Dick,

I wonder if you have got any nearer to formalising your

plans for the autumn? We do very much look forward to seeing

you here, both in the Institute and at some 
of our Universities.

I shall be in New York for the last week of September, and

probably in Washington either on the 8th of 
October or a little

later. I hope I'll get to see you then.

Yours sincerely,

William Clark

Mr. Richard Demuth,

International Bank for Reconstruction & Development,

1818 H Street NW,
Washington 25, D.C.,
U.S.A.

JEM



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR | INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Harold Graves DATE: May 12, 1965

FROM: Francis R. Po

SUBJECT: Overseas Development Institute

This is in reply to your memorandum of May 11 on the
subject of arrangements for payments to O.D.I.

You will recall that we made a payment of E 815 in March
for estimated expenses through March 30, 1965. We are to receive
an accounting of actual expenditures through that date by June 15.

The budget for this program for the year beginning April 1,
1965 amounts to E 6759. As agreed with you at your recent budget
review, we propose to pay at this time 1/4 of this amount for the
period April through June. Payment of the remaining 3/4 was to be
made next fiscal year, presumably in advance at three months inter-
vals, beginning npxt July 1, as proposed in Mr. Miller's letter of
January 22, 196 5'to Mr. William Clark. We would have no objection
to making payment of the entire balance soon after the beginning
of the next fiscal year since this apparently would solve Mr. White's
problem.

You will recall that at the budget review you agreed that we
should make provision for continuing this program by including the
amount of $20,000 for this expense in the new budget to cover the
entire fiscal year.

I assume you will let us know when you want us to make the
payment for the current quarter and whether we should pay the remainder
of the E 6759 immediately after we start the next fiscal year.
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r. Poore May n, 196

Harold Graves

overseas Developmwnt Institute

About a wmek before the end of this past Mareh, you were kind
enough to uasw a papurnt to the Overseas D elopeont Institute at
my request. Par the porposes of that pant, yom had a statement
from the acretary of the OMI, outlining a yearts budget for a
project uifoh is being financed by te Bsk.

1b were not at all osar at that tint shout how the remading
payments wre to be made, and I now have another letter on this
subject trm John 14tte, the individual who is carrying out the
project in question. White's letter ews to as to enafuse the issue
xtiin further. He says now =ax3 point about the mthd of paymnt.
There soons to be am confusion here about how this is to be effected.
From the Institute's point of view, of sourse, the amt convenient
method would be to have an overall advance payment once a year in April#
with the bal]ane to be carried over or a deftoit to be made good with
a .upplintary payment, at the end of the year. But this may not fit
in with yer aypts. one particular diffimu.ty that arises is that of
overseas travel in connection with the programme. My ixakdiate in-
pressien is that the progremo is going to involve nore frequent foreign
travels for shorter pewiods, han I had driinally envisaged. Tbore is
for instance, the qus#tsin that we discussed of regular visits to Paris
for two or Ure days at a time. I wonder whether, in the light of this
difficulty, it might not be mire practieal to have an anxual grant for
thoem itmee in the original estimate listed under "saIZ;5rand research
fees", and "amintative overheada", and to indent separately for
travel either On a quarterly basis or on a trip-by-trip basis. May I
perhaps leave you to inquire concerning the most suitable nthod for
yer awn people and to let us know in due course how you would prefer
to do it.

Will you omnsider this quesUn and tell as how you intend to
handile these payntS from now Mz? I would propose to furnish this in-
formation to ODI.

lDMhap
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Di'r Johu
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.]

HYDE PARK 2654

PROJ/15 25rd April, 1965

Dear Harold,

The primary purpose of this letter is to thank you for the

patient and unfailing assistance that you gave me, in many and varied

forms, during my visit to Washington. It must have seemed to you at

times-that my requests were unreasonable, and evinced an immense

fuzziness of mind, but that was perhaps inevitable in these early
stages. Be that as it may, such clarity as I now have in my view of

the Bank is largErdue to the administrative help provided by you
and members of your staff.

!

Within the next week or two, I shall try to write a 5-6000

word portrait of the Bank as seen by an outsider on the inside. I

sha 1 be doing this largely as a discipline for myself, in order

to .stilf my impressions of the past few weeks. But there is a

strong impression here that the product may have value as an article
in one of the Bank journals or one of the international quarterlies.
Je shall think about that when the piece is written.

Also in the next few weeks I hope to get hold of some of

the people in this country who have been responsible for perpetuating
some of the more absurd myths about the Bank in order to try to dissem-
inate a more accurate perception of the Bank's functional problems
as they are today.

A further thing that I shall probably be doing in the very

near future is to map out in some detail the way in which I now see
this programme of studies and related activities developing, with
particular reference to the succession of projects which it will
entail and the nature of the publications which will fulfil the
educational objective of the programme. As soon as I have this down

on paper, I shall send you a copy for your general information.

The vast parcel of documents which I left behind have now
arrived, and are being cleared through Customs. When I asked you to
"ship them", I did literally mean "ship". Still, it is very useful
to have had them with the extra speed made possible by air freight,
and I am most grateful to you for having sent them in this way. Now
I know what you mean when you say one of the Bank's problems is how to
spend its profits. ,

0"
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One small point about the method of payment. There seems to be

some confusion here about how this is to be effected. From the

Institute's point of view, of course, the most convenient method

would be to have an overall advance payment once a year in April,

with the balance to be carried over or a deficit to be made good with

a supplementary payment, at the end of the year. But this may not

fit in with your system. One particular difficulty that arises is

that of overseas travel in connection with the programme. 1,y

immediate impression is that the programme is going to involve more

frequent foreign travel, for shorter periods, than I had originally

envisaged. There is, for instance, the question that we discussed

of regular visits to Paris for two or three days at a time. I

wonder whether, in the light of this difficulty, it might not be more

practical to have an annual grant for those items in the original

estimate listed under "salaries and research fees", and "administrative

overheads", and to indent separately for travel either on a quarterly

basis or on a trip-by-trip basis. liay I perhaps leave you to inquire

concerning the most suitable method for your own people and to let

us know in due course how you would prefer to do it. /

Once again, very many thanks indeed for all your help.

I look forward to seeing you soon, but long before then you will have

heard from me again concerning the progress of this project. I have

asked Johnny Miller to let me know who is coming through London from

time to time, but it would be helpful if you would also keep in

touch in this respect, since selective use of ODI's platform by middle

level Bank staff could, I think, be one of the most valuable outcomes

of the relationship into which we have entered.

With best wishes.

Yours sincerel

John White

Mr. Harold Graves
IBRD
1818 H Street, N.W. c
,It ashington, D.C. 20433

JW: tr
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Mr. Peors 
March 24, 1965

Harold Graves

ynt tO Overseas DevelMnt Institate

Jolm White of the Over"s"a Developent Institute has presnted

the attahed requsst for paymmut under the W.rld BankODI stud ppm ,
and also has kindly provided a cOpy of a letter frm JohnRi MiUler to

wI, O'tlinift arragapmznts for p&73mt. The latter is attahehd, and
you may wish to put it in an appropriate file. A copy of the full
budget for on year also is attaohed.

I requet that paymant of L815 be made, in sterling, to ODI.
You will note that they would apprescate receiving pasnt an or be.
for. March 31.

Attackent,

a*: Mr. Lojeun

HIN: ap



FORM No. 57A INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Adstant Dlro r DATE: * h 2196%

FROM: 1. S. w

SUBJECT: (s'ija Ve6) i /tii-w $ y

. Jon White as rocentr bntrod to -s frm Mr. GaTs'
affce.He a egagd i a stwdy, be tems of referwn. txr 1ho

ar', at~tacJ (Au~x A). 4* is 0W in hintoi f wrkzw oI r n is Atudy,
i* thM stage wbre le is both trying to find the right qUe6tins to ask,
and to geti anasrs.

I hiave dso M best to iJl~p Am to iarmuata tie ki:n1da of qp40ti
h k Ianr to a -iste an ioui&Ms in t 2rojeta Ddparlan.

Kttachod at Aaex B as t-a reault. Anr C appears to be &. W4UltW'
forwatuati of wa1v tIe qustions 1, AVz B really boil doti to.

fr. White wl be gttig in maL 6it14 yotx i order to purous his
di& - 68 s.I jcp. t* at+achamtz will avoid sowe astu of time.
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ANNEX B

ODI/IBRD Study Project - John White

Note for discussions in Projects Department.

n.b. The following headings are intended as indications of areas of interest,
rather than precisely delimited questions. The purpose of the current
visit to the Bank is partly to determine future lines of inquiry,i.e.
to determine what are the correct delimited questions to put,

AGRICULTURE

1. The Bank proposes to expand its lending operations in this field. On the
face of it, however, agriculture would appear xx ffi rx ztzr to be a sector
in which it is not easy to find projects suitable for financing of the kind
traditionally made available by the Bank. What kind of projects is the Bank
looking for in this sector? To what extent is an attempt being made to depart
from the definable project - irrigation schemes, roads, etc. - into more
diffuse lending operations such as farmers' credit, and what special difficulties
would such a departure raise for the Bank's operations?

2. -One especial difficulty would appear to be that of channelling resources to
the final beneficiary, i.e. the farmer. What kind of bourowing agency has to
be set up, and does this problem have a special character in the agricultural
sector?

3. The agricultural sector would appear to be one in which it is especially
difficult to control the "environmeht" of a project by the insertion of
special requirements into the loan agreement. How, in project appraisal, are
such factors as the social structure, the effect of urban labour market
conditions, the existence of disguised unemployment on the land, etc. incorporated
in the general assessment of the project's viability?

4. How much weight is to be put on estimates of the rate of return on a
project, particularly in view of the violence of price fluctuations?

5. Relations with FAO.

6. Does the Bank have to take a more flexible attitude on local costs in
this sector?

EDUCATION

1. What are the approximate criteria for quantifying the return on an
educational project? If, as may be suspected, there is a tacit assumption that
the needs are so great that almost any well planned and properly implemented
educational project will be of value (Is this not a tautology?), to what extent
can one depart from a strict project approach in order to weigh relative merits?

2. What is counted as a capital cost?

3. Since this is a sector in which the implementation of a concerted national
programme is of especial importance, what measures are taken in project appraisal
to relate the project to the programme as a whole? Possible dangers in this
respect might be diversion and excessive concentration of teachers, diversion-
and excessive concentration of resources from local education budget, etc.
(cf AID school at Tororo, Uganda)

4. What measures are taken in project appraisal to assess the appropriateness
of the entire system within which the project is to be placed (dangers of
excessive reliance on past colonial powerts teaching methods etc.), and is
the impact of a project in bringing about structural change within the
educational system taken into account?

5. As with agriculture, there would appear to be obvious limitations on the
range of the Bank's activities in this sector. How severe are these limitations,
and to what extent do they render it desirable for the Bank to cooperate with



other, bilateral, sources of aid, particularly for technical assistance?

6. Relations with Unesco.

7. Local costs,

INDUSTRY

1. The bulk of the Bank's lending has gone to infrastructure projects, and thereappear to be certain reservations about the appropriateness of the Bank as
a lending agency for industry - e.g. the difficulties created by the Bankts
requirement of a government guarantee, coupled with past reluctance to finance
governmental industrial undertakings. Do these reservations really exist, beyond theformal problem posed by the Bank's Articles, and if so what are they? In other
words, is there some special feature, apart from the availability of a guarantee,
about those projects which the Bank has financed in industry, which has
made them more suitable for Bank lending? Is there currently any reconsideration
of this question?

management
2, Have the/clauses inserted into loan agreements involved the Bank indirectly
in continuing management decisions?

3. In this sector, there would appear to be no especial difficulty in quantifying
the rate of return, but a high return may disguise other more damaging features#
such as the diversion of resources. It may also require conditions, e.g. import
restriction, which are undesirable on other grounds. Is this a real problem
in the evaluation of industrial projects, and how is it handled?

4. One of the grounds for approval of development banks is that they serve to
mobilize domestic resources. What is the experience of the Bank in this XH tyrespect? "as it had to modify to a significant extent the estimates contained
in its original project appraisals for loan operationsl

POER & TRAUSPORTATIOK

1. Projects in these sectors tend to be fairly large, with a key position in
the overall development of the economy. To what extent is an assessment of the
proposed projects relevance to the attainment of these overall ob. ectives tvken
into account in project appraisal. In other words, is there some sort of
dividing line between project appraisal and general economic appraisal, and what
is it?

2. Key projects of this kind depend on other projects or developments for
their fruition (e.g. the need for the 1naickt aluminium smelter as a rationale for
the Volta River project). To what extent can requirements of this kind be
built into the project agreement, and subsequertly kepi under surveillaneoe, without
increGsing inv?7 orort in '. v r . zr:r irca of 1e bcrronor's

rabboapqaLDU, d policy-planning?

3. It appears that there is a greater likelihood in these sectors, particularlyypower, that large-scale finance will have to be provided by a group of lenders, Whatis the Bankts general appraisal of its operational experience of cooperativeexercises of this kind?

h. Does the Bank still regard these areas as its most suitable main areas ofoperation?

5. What is the Bank's experience concerning terms and conditions of loans forprojects in these sectors, especially for 1mnmz tx road projects, (a) in respect ofinterest rates (these projects being financed by most donors at rates lower than
5.5 %), and (b) in respect of local costs, which tend to be kikgpx~f be high (a problem of particular relevance to Africa.)

6. Project appraisals contain an estimate of rate of return. In these sectors,in which a prectie rate of return may be hard t o determine, has the Bank modifiedits reliance on such estimates in the light of experience?



ANNEX C

GENERAL QUESTIONS

1. Relationship of project appraisal to general economic appraisal, and to appraisal of
2. Erosion of Bank's function as a pure lending agency /needs in other sectors.
3. Validity of the concept of quantifiable return
h. General attitude towards programme aid
5. General attitude towards the Bank as a m urce of-development services with loan

operations as the base (planning appraisal, project appraisal for other
donors, financial coordinator, etc.)

6.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: Miller DATE: March 23, 1965
INTBAFRAD
PARIS CLASS OF

SERVICE: Telex

COUNTRY: FRA.NCE

TEXT:

Cable No.: ' John White of ODI about to claim reimbursement for expenses and anxious

to have this payment to ODI from the Bank before March 31, which ends ODI s

financial year. Am perfectly willing to authorise payment, but want your

assurance that this is consistent with whatever financial understanding you

have with ODI. My impression was that we simply paA ODI an annual sum,

out of which they-p** expenses. If so, what we should (do is to either

transfer all the annual payment now or some proportionate part of it. Please

advise.

Regards

Graves

NOT TO B0 TRANSMITTED

MESSAGE AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Harold N. Graves, Jr,

DEPT. Office of Information

SIGNATURE VA'
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDU4. AUTHORIZED To APPROVE)

HNG:ap For Use by Archives Divisior

ORIGINAL (File Copy)

(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
LIMITED BY GUARANTEE

160 PICCADILLY LONDON W.

INST/21 15th March 1965
HYDE PARK 2654

Dear Dick,

Thank you very much for your letter of March 9th.
I think the second half of October would be an admirable
time for you to come. Our University terms begin about
the 14th October, so I hope it will not be earlier than
that. In fact, the last week of October would be better
than the third week, as the first week of term is always
rather hectic at Universities.

I hope myself to be in America for a bit during
late September and early October, and will perhaps get
a chance to see you then.

You may have received this message already via
Ken Berrill, with whom I had lunch in Cambridge on
Saturday.

Yours ever,

William Clark

Mr. Richard H. Demuth,
Director,
Development Services Department,
International Bank fbr Reconstruction &
Development,
1818 H Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20433,
U.S.A.

JEM
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(2-.62)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

I NCOMI N G W I RE

DATE OF ROUTING
WIRE: fA I 1965 14Q

LOG NO. ACTION (DPY: ,
10: M w INFORIATION

COPY:
FFOM: DECODED BY:

TEXT:

AWThN RXMIN AAMI YO AMTS MAMT3

MTUA CAMIM deinmi U EAT 1 OCLOCK

WILLIAM CLAR

DUPLICATE
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

I N C W IRE

LATE OF ROUTING

WIRE: 9, 2~ flA

LOG NO. 3 I ACTION Q)PY: UL3. u

TOD: In NFOFMATION
COPY:

FIM m DECODED Y

TEXT:

DUPLICATE
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March 9, 1965

Mr. William Clark, Director
Overseas Development Institute
160 Piccadilly
London W.1, England

Dear Bill:

I have not forgotten our conversation a few months ago in
which you asked me to arrange to spend three or four days in the
United Kingdan with you visiting universities and otherwise placing
myself at the disposal of ODI. I have not commnicated with you
about this before because mV work program has been very full. More-
over, I am leaving in 10 days' time to head a mission to Turkey
which is likely to keep me busy until mid-summer.

If it meets your convenience, however, I would be gLad to
arrange to come to London in the second half of October for the
purposes we discussed. I am also committed to speak to the Patronat
Francais in Paris and I would make the fulfillment of that coQssit-
ment and of my cwmitaent to you the occasion for a special trip.
Please let me know uheUier this fits your book and whether there are
any particular dates that wiould be better or worse from your stand-
point.

With best regards,

Sincerely ryaurs,

Rich . Demuth
D tor

Developnei Services Department

RHD 2 tf
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Fonn No.27
(7-61)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE DATE: MARCH 5, 1965
16o PICCADILLY
LONDON, W. 1 CLASS OF

SERVICE: NL

COUNTRY: ENGLAND

TEXT:
Cable No.:

FOR WILLIAM CLARK STOP PLEASE CABLE WHETHER YOU HAVE FIXED ANYTHING AT

OXFORD FOR MARCH NINETEENTH WEEKEND STOP RBGARDS

WILSON

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

MESSAGE AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME G.M. Wilson

DEPT. Vice Presiden

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

GMWilson/hd For Use by Archives Division

ORIGINAL (File Copy)

(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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Waehl 1, 190

9Pth Jebamlo Miler wnd N&y Cuerran ar* *wWy, boommss mW
pleasant privi41o to a yor note of rwm 270V4 0%

o t t ank plat to ODI.

Lat me start by offrNg w opinia tft sa immmt 2"0
ousht to esso from row4 *Id and be yotr a*. Ten lotime
add tat n the Ak sIde, would not be e4W e eell attentin to
the $Mnt In OW SPOeI&I ay. Foomming on It 1a'ividually, I thInk,
"Wild to"d to eeurwg requesto tr 44,01tanee to Other stuit46 Wmat

we woulA not be prepox-ed to supportaaietn th ou meeen In

*Is a" sonem odw of a bar mtalwtor srss the objeetvIty ofthMe

work balm awlsted --- " how heppmd am* or twiee to -w wos et
the bpeknsg Im tutaa IWshIngton.

If you youroolf do nat love strms feelings about ubliety, let
s Sugm.t that QDI mmaiti the gat In Its A al Report in Whateewr

W It t b pl e, pand tat you eU,1 stttabl* attenton to the grat
(p WWWA& In os ulkatim with Ieinlie 3A12r) s part ot dissomnattmS

the non about your Report in gmw)al. We agme iaa ly, that rxw
0gmai and its ZmeoutIve CemIttee should lnm about the -rmnt " s

You hes on apportmity to tell two.

Wo ar l*ktii fosward to hwvlu joe. *it wita us re Marsh8.

It you would are to lot im knew about his arrival plous, I wul4 be
4I*U ted te meet his planein 8 t atom (altVu*A this Is somottes
dIttIlt booine ot mwoortaintles about oaameetut tligats trm Now

Tet.) A eeble wmUld remih s at the *snh on Priday, Marsh 5, and would
be +olheast to s at howe it It eon an b rtllowuw ow.

SINWsply yourat

Nr. Willises 0m, Direeter, bwmao
oversoas D"01SeP00% Inotituto Ud.6s
160 rismad111ul
LaS W.I.

OCS Mr. Miller
Mr. Christemsm
Mr. Graves
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL PINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: OVERSEAS DEVEIDPMENT INSTITUTE DATE: FEBRUARY 23, 1965
160 PICCADILLY
IONDON, W. 1 CLASS OF

SERVICE: NL

COUNTRY: ENGLAND

TEXT:

Cable No.:

FOR WILLIAM CLARK STOP CONFIRM LENCH CAMBRIDGE MARCH THIRTEENTH STOP REGARDS

WILSON
INTBFRA-D

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

MESSAGE AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME G. * Wlson

DEPT. Vice President

SIGNATURE i(SIGNATURE F INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED To APPROVE)

GOWilson/hd For Use by Archives Division

ORIGINAL (File Copy)

(IMPORTANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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rabruary 5, 1965

Dor ISa.UI V

I have your Utbter of January 22.

As far as the eatimteod w mse tar om yew is
SsOnid, this is quite s $captablo.

As ftar aste study proam itsLf is cancenvd,
I have no particular Comnts. All of the ite you list
are wortwhile and thought proveking in the gmnersl are&
of InBD-IDA-IJC aotivities. I my dM th basie presept
Of our relationship with ODI must be that you "prate
with 1xdnm fluiiL% y within a gftwrol pmgrm which
you comeive as being best suited to th* broad purview of
the ODI progrem.

ftwing said this, I would Um to odd that T to
asking Joh:VI iller to com imote to you direet3 OW
reactins, he W haw with reop t to the study program
which you otn.

Were regaids.

Cordi*2Iy,

(Signed) George D. Wooda

Oeorgs . Woods

bir Laslie Rommn
-,rseas Dwrolopowt Institute Ltd.

160 Picosdi.11
Landmn, W. %, 4qg31m

GDWoods/s

ct Meows7. Miller (Paris)
Gavs



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. WPs DATE: February 4, 1965

FROM: Harold Graves

SUBJECT: Overseas Development Institute - letter from Sir Leslie Rowan

The study program attached to Sir Leslie's letter of January 22
was sent by Johnnie Miller to Geoffrey Wilson and me early in January.
Geoffrey talked with Johnnie about it by telephone along about January 12
or 13. He said that in his opinion the three topics suggested in the
three paragraphs at the top of page 2 of the study outline did not really
belong in the study. V

I wrote Johnnie on January 15, indicating that I knew of Geoffrey's
comment, and adding that it seemed to me that the term make-weight, as
used in paragraph 3 of the study outline and in paragraph 5 b) did not
properly describe the role of the Bank in consortium arrangements.

Johnnie was in London for the first four days of this week, and
I presume that he has passed some or all of these comments along to
Sir Leslie or to William Clarke, the executive head of ODI.

In so far as cost arrangements are concerned, what is said in
Sir Leslie's letter reflects Geoffrey's wishes with respect to budgeting.

Attachment

HTG: ap



OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE LTD

160 PICCADILLY LONDON WI HYDE PARK 2654

PROJ/15 22 January, 1965

I am writing to you in order to set down on paper our under-
standing of the programme of work that the Overseas Development Institute
is to undertake with the support of the I.B.R.D.

I enclose an outline of the fields of study which O.D.I. at present
proposes to include in the programme, together with an estimate of expenses
for the first twelve months, from the beginning of work -- that is, for a
period which will stretch into the beginning of 1966.

The outline of studies which we have drawn up is tentative. I
think it is understood between us that within the general framework of
"multilateral financial assistance" there has to be considerable flexi-
bility in the terms of reference. Already, in discussions that have taken
place in O.D.I., additional subjects have been proposed for inclusion.
My feeling is that within the general programme we shall find that projects
occur in a natural sequence as we come to them.

The estimate of costs has been revised to include all expenses for
the first twelve months, in particular John White's proposed familiarization
visit to Washington, which he is rnow planning in conjunction with Lr. Miller.
India has been taken as the base for an estimate of costs because our present
thinking is that the programme could best begin with an examination of the
Consortium for India. Again, there has to be some flexibility. It is almost
certain, for instance, that we shall have to undertake a project in Latin
America, the cost of which is likely to be higher than the figure given here.

I look forward to receiving your acceptance of this programme,
with any alterations you care to suggest. John White would then complete
his arrangements for a visit to Washington, and would start work on the
programme immediately after his return to London.

Yours sincerely,

Leslie Rowan,
Chairman

cc:WDC, John Miller
LR: tr
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IBRD/ODI STUDY PROGRAMME

1. It is proposed to undertake a series of studies with the object
of promoting a fuller understanding of the role and function of
multilateral aid.

2. These studies will be concerned with those multilateral
development agencies which deal with the financing of aid -
not those whose prime concern is with technical assistance - and
thus will concentrate on the operations of the World Bank and its
affiliates (the IDA and IFC), the Inter-American Bank, the
European Investment Bank, the Special Development Fund of the EEC.
Particular attention will be paid to their place in.the total world
aid programme and their relationship with bilateral aid agencies.

3. It is not intended in these enquiries to argue the case for or
against bilateral aid. The intention is to assess what can be
or ought to be' the functions of multilateral institutions in a
world aid programme which is predominantly bilateral; to work out
to what extent multilateral agencies can increase their own
effectiveness and how they can act as a lead in, as a focus, or a
make-weight for bilateral programmes; and by so doing increase
the effectiveness of bilateral aid.

4. This entails study projects, leading to publication in the form of
articles and books, and also associated activities such as
discussion 'meetings, lectures and the stimulation of interest in
appropriate bodies.

5. Three kinds of project are proposed:

a) Coordination

An examination of two consortia - preferably one IBRD and one
OECD - their functioning and purpose. In particular we should
look at what donors and recipients expect of a consortium and
the extent to which these expectations have been fulfilled.
The following questions may be borne in mind:

i) Can a consortium take responsibility for an entire
development plan?

ii) Wfhat is the function of a consortium in relation to the
recipient's balance of payments?

iii) Does the view of existing consortia as hat-passing sessions
correspond to the facts; if so, is this acceptable?

iv) Can or should a consortium avoid the label of a "donor's
club" by blurring the distinction between donor and
recipient (e.g. by relating several different consortia
within a single administrgtive framework)?

The potential of other neo-consortia such as the working
groups that the IBRD is now sponsoring, e.g. in Nigeria,
should also be examined.



2.

The role of IBRD regional offices now being set up in Africa
involves a new departure of particular interest and will be
the object of study.

An examination should also be made of the problem of the
external debt of developing countries with particular
reference to the re-financing of loans- that developing
countries have received from donors.

The role of multilateral organisations such as the World Bank
in solving the debt problem that is developing between donor
and recipient countries on a bilateral basis is a matter of
great concern, which will be examined.

b) Multilateral Finance

There should be an individual examination of multilateral
finance projects or groups of projects, with a view to
determining the role of multilateral institutions in the other
two respects mentioned above, as a lead-in for additional
resources and as a make-weight, or complementary source of
aid. For this purpose, it might be best to look at single
large projects, or to look at a range of activities over an
area.

Two questions would have to be borne in mind:

i) To what extent has IBRD finance brought other resources
in its train - other multilateral, official bilateral,
external private, and domestic?

ii) Does experience in the area concerned lead to conclusions
concerning the proper division of functions between
multilateral institutions and other resources?

c) The Scope of Multilateral Institutions

In the course of undertaking the studies already outlined,
it will be possible to build up a picture of the nature and scope
of multilateral financial institutions. This should include
an analysis of the different types of multilateral institution:
the World Bank, the Inter-American Bank, the European Investment
Bank and the Special Development Fund of the EEC, and also a
detailed consideration of the'proper relationship between the
various members of the World Bank family. It should also
include an examination of the extent to which the Bank can
depart from strict banking activities and move in the
direction of extra-curricular operations such as compensatory
finance schemes, investment guarantees and arbitration, etc.



PROJ/15 25 January, 1965

Estimate of Costs - 1965/66 (one year)

Salaries and Research Fees

1 Research Officer 2,500 2,500

1 Research Secretary 15 p.w. 780

Luncheon Vouchers for Secretary 40

National Health Insurance and graduated
Subscriptions 80

Fees for external research assistance,
use of other ODI research staff, etc. 300

T 0 T A L Salaries and Fees 3,700 p.a.

Projects Costs (assuming two main projects, each involving one five
week visit)

Two first-class return air fares at, say,
410 (taking fare to India as base) 820

Overseas expenses approx. 9 ($25) a day 630

Publications: Production and Distribution 800
Less sales (allowing for
between one-quarter and
one-third complimentary 600

- 200

T 0 T A L Project Costs 1,650 p.a.

Familiarization Visit to Washington

1 first-class return air fare London-Washington 270

Overseas expenses at 9 a day for one 3-week
visit 189

T 0 T A L Visit to Washington 459

Administrative Overheads
(Calculated at rates varying between marginal overheads and
average overheads - i.e., one-twelfth of total overheads -
according to nature of expenditure)

Rent and Rates 450

Postage and Telephones 60

Stationery 60

Office and General Expenses (inc. study
groups and discussion group facilities, etc.) 80

Depreciation on leasehold, library and office
equipment 100

Library costs (inc. time of library staff) 100

Administrative staff 100

T-0 T A L Administrative Overheads 950

T 0 T A L C 0 S T C 6,759
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within a larger program, in which a speaker or speakers could put it in
the broader context of IDA and the need for lending on concessional terms.

Before we go any further, we ought to have your ideas on at least two
points. First, can one film cater effectively to audiences both in the United
States and in Europe? Second, in any case, what kind of a film would you like
to see produced for Europe?

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

HNG:ap
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ct: Mr. Graves (with copy of Mr. Cavanaugh's note of Jarar7 14)

Lfdilson/hd



FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Geoffrey M."W lson DATE: January lh, 1965

FROM: Robert W. Cavanaugh

SUBJECT:

You asked for our comments on the lette rfrom John Miller in
regard to the studies to be made by the Overseas Development Ins itute
in London and referred to in Mr. Wishart's note of December 29.

1. The estimated annual costs, page 3 of the paper on
IERD/ODI study program are reasonable - perhaps conservative.

2. We disagree with paragraph 2 of Johnnie's letter of
January 5, 1965, in which he states that he told William Clark of ODI
"not to estimate for trips to Washington as we would absorb them in our
own travel budget" and "We could do the same for any trips they take
in other places to make the budget look L1,000 less". We believe the
annual budget should provide for all costs including all travel. We
should not absorb these travel costs in the regular travel item of the
Board's budget. We should have a full estimate of costs for the
study and not try to make its budget appear to be less than actually planned.

3. We would propose to use Sterling for the payments to ODI.

4. Would ODI like us to advance funds on a quarterly or semi-
annual basis? Or would they like the entire annual estimated cost
advanced, subject to annual accounting and adjustment?

5. About May 31 and sometime before the close of our fiscal
year (June 30, 1965), we would like an accounting for actual expenditures
in the same detail as shown in the budget. If this presents a burden
on ODI, we would be prepared to work out something on the basis of latest
estimates.

6. The annual budget assumes 2 main projects a year. If there
should be more we can adjust, but we believe that for the present we should
budget on the basis of 2 main projects a year.

7. As you know, no provision was made in the budget for this
expenditure. At most it looks as though we would not be required to spend
more than $10,000 this fiscal year, and probably less. We assume that the
Executive Directors will be informed as to this arrangement so that it may
be included in a request for a further supplement to the Bankes current
administrative budget if this becomes necessary.

8. We assume that a contractual arrangement will be made with ODI,
and not with individual members of its staff, thus avoiding questions with
respect to travel accident insurance coverage, expense accounts, etc.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert W. Cavanaugh DATE: January 12, 1965

FROM: G.M. Wilson

SUBJECT: Overseas Development Institute in London

Please see the attached letter to me from Mr. Miller.

As you will also see from Mr. Wishart's note of December 29

(attached) the policy on this has already been settled. I want to talk

to Mr. Miller by Thursday and I shall be grateful for any comments you
would like to make so far as accounting is concerned.



HEADQUARTERS!

WASHINGTON 25,D.C.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
CABLE ADDREss-INTBAFRAD

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
CABLE ADDRES-INDEVAS

BANK*
EUROPEAN OFFICE:

4, AVENUE D'IENA

PARIS (16E) - FRANCE

TELEPHONE: KLEBER 25-10

January 5, 1965

Mr. Geoffrey M. Wilson, Vice President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
Washington, D.C.

Dear Geoffrey:

I enclose the paper sent by William Clark as an outline of
the programme they would suggest and an annual budget.

I told him not to estimate for trips to VWashington as we
would absorb them in our own travel budget. We could do the
same any trips they take to other places and make the budget
look 1000 less.

It is never easy to guess from such an outline what the
final result will be. Whether it is good or bad depends less
on the programme than on who carries it out. So I also enclose
copies of the first three chapters of the first draft of their
report on "German Aid". (The whole thing at present runs to
185 pages but these chapters will give T u the flavour as well
as providing an interesting guide to the Bonn jungle.) This
seems to me to show a considerable amount of research and a good
and original mind at work.

My only doubt about the outline would be as to the relevance
of the first three paragraphs of page 2 (African offices and
debt rescheduling - the latter almost a separate study in itself)
to the particular subject. But we can find out what they mean in
conversation.

I shall be in London next week on Thursday and Friday (14th
and 15th) and am seeing William Clark on the morning of the 15th.
Any comments or decisions by then would be welcome.

Yours ever,

Encls. Jo Duncn<Miller
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IBRD/ODI STUDY PROGMM

1. It is proposed to undertake a series of studies with the object
of promoting a fuller understanding of the role and function of
multilateral aid.

2. These studies will be concerned with those multilateral
development agencies which deal with the financing of aid -
not those whose prime concern is with technical assistance - and
thus will concentrate on the operations of the World Bank and its
affiliates (the IDA and IFC), the Inter-American Bank, the
European Investment Bank, the Special Development Fund of the EEC.
Particular attention will be paid to their place in the total world
aid programme and their relationship with bilateral aid agencies.

.5. It is not intended in these enquiries to argue the case for or
against bilateral aid. The intention is to assess what can be
or ought to be the functions of multilateral institutions in a
world aid programme which is predominantly bilateral; to work out
to what extent multilateral agencies can increase their own
effectiveness and how they can act as a lead in, as a focus, or a
make-weight for bilateral programmes; and by so doing increase
the effectiveness of bilateral aid.

4. This entails study projects, leading to publication in the form of
articles and books, and also associated activities such as
discussion 'meetings, lectures and the stimulation of interest in
appropriate bodies.

5. Three kinds of project are proposed:

a) Coordination

An examination of two consortia - preferably one IBRD and one
OECD - their functioning and purpose. In particular we should
look at what donors and recipients expect of a consortium and
the extent to which these expectations have been fulfilled.
The following questions may be borne in mind:

i) Can a consortium take responsibility for an entire
development plan?

ii) What is the function of a consortium in relation to the
recipient's balance of payments?

iii) Doea the view of existing consortia as hat-passing sessions
correspond to the facts; if so, is this acceptable?

iv) Can or should a consortium avoid the label of a "donor's
club" by blurring the distinction between donor and
recipient (e.g. by relating several different consortia
within a single administrwtive framework)?

The potential of other neo-consortia such as the working
groups that the IBRD is now sponsoring, e.g. in Nigeria,
should also be examined.
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The role of IBRD regional offices now being set up in Africa
involves a new departure of particular interest and will be
the object of study.

An examination should also be made of the problem of the
external debt of developing countries with particular
reference to the re-financing of loans that developing
countries have received from donors.

The role of multilateral organisations such as the World Bank
in solving the debt problem that is developing between donor
and recipient countries on a bilateral basis is a matter of
great concern, which will be examined.

b) Multilateral Finance

There should be an individual examination of multilateral
finance projects or groups of projects, with a view to
determining the role of multilateral institutions in the other
two respects mentioned above, as a lead-in for additional
resources and as a make-weight, or complementary source of
aid. For this purpose, it might be best to look at single
large projects, or to look at a range of activities over an
area.

Two questions would have to be borne in mind:

i) To what extent has IBRD finance brought other resources
in its train - other multilateral, official bilateral,
external private, and domestic?.

ii) Does experience in the area concerned lead to conclusions
concerning the proper division of functions between
multilateral institutions and other resources?

c) The Scope of Multilateral Institutions

In the course of undertaking the studies already outlined,
it will be possible to build up a picture of the nature and scope ef
of multilateral financial institutions. This should include
an analysis of the different types of multilateral institution:
the World Bank, the Inter-American Bank, the European Investment
Bank and the Special Development Fund of the EEC, and also a
detailed consideration of the proper relationship between the
various members of the World Bank family. It should also
include an examination of the extent to which the Bank can
depart from strict banking activities and move in the
direction of extra-curricular operations such as compensatory
finance schemes, investment guarantees and arbitration, etc.



Estimate of Annual Costs

(This estimate does not include ad hoc expenses such as visits to
Washington which may be required once a year)

Salaries and Research Fees E

1 Research Officer 22,500 p.a. 2,500

1 Research Secretary 15 p.w. 780

Luncheon Vouchers for Secretary 40

National Health Insurance and graduated
subscriptions 80

Fees for external research assistance,
use of other ODI research staff, etc. 300

T 0 T A L Salaries and Fees 3,700 p.a.

Projects Costs (assuming two main projects a year)

Return air fares say, 250 500

Overseas expenses approx 7 a day
for two five-week
visits 500

Publications: Production and Distribution 800
Less Sales (allowing for
between one-quarter and
one-third complimentary 600

200

T 0 T A L Project Costs 1,200 p.a.

Administrative Overheads

(calculated at rates varying between marginal overheads and
average overheads - i.e., one-twelfth of total overheads -
according to nature of expenditure)

Rent and Rates 450
Postage and Telephones 60

Stationery 60

Office and General Expenses (inc. study
groups and discussion group facilities etc) 80

Depreciation on leasehold, library and office
equipment 100

Library. costs (inc. time of library staff) 100
Administrative staff 100

T 0 T A L Administrative Overheads 950

T 0 T A L C 0 S T Z 5,850

TS/DA
1st January 1965 PROJ/15
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: December 29, 1964

FROM: G. C. Wishart

SUBJECT: London--Oversea evelopment Institute

Mr. Woods called at the Overseas Development Institute (ODI), London,
at 9:30 a.m., on December 10, 1964, and met with Sir Leslie Rowan, Chairman.
In the absence of Mr. William Clark, Director of ODI, Sir Leslie was ac-
companied by Drs. T. Soper and John White who both undertake research studies
on behalf of ODI. Mr. Miller and I accompanied Mr. Woods.

6 Sir Leslie welcomed Mr. Woods and explained that he had asked for the
meeting at the ODI offices so that Mr. Woods could see the premises they
occupied. Sir Leslie also explained the role of the ODI and referred to
the literature produced by ODI. Mr. Woods said that he had picked up a

booklet "Aid and Africa" on his way through, and also referred to the pub-
lication "World III" which he had found helpful and interesting. Sir Leslie

asked Hr. Woods how ODI could be of assistance to the Bank.

Mr. Woods referred to the changing roles of the Bank since it came into
existence in 1946. To begin with, the Bank had functioned as a bond invest-
ment house and its activities had been entirely directed to the financing of

projects. The role of the Bank had now become wider; to some extent, the
Bank was used as a "father confessor" by the less developed countries and

the Bank was active in advisory and technical assistance roles. It was

doubtful whether this change in the Bank's work was fully understood by
the citizens of the major countries which support the World Bank and IDA,
in particular the citizens of the seven Part I countries which contribute

most of the funds for IDA. The Bank believed it would be useful for well-

informed bodies, such as ODI, to assist in educating their fellow citizens

and would be grateful for any assistance which ODI could give to that end.

Sir Leslie said that ODI supported fully the concept of multilateral

aid. He with Drs. Soper and White had been considering the studies which

ODI might undertake to assist in generating public interest on these ques-
tions with which the Bank and IDA are intimately concerned.

Dr. Soper said he would propose that a study be prepared on "The Role

of Multilateral Aid within the Bilateral Concept." Dr. White said that

this would have to be studied from the following aspects:-

(a) the coordination of multilateral aid;

(b) an analysis of actual projects financed by multilateral

aid and bilateral aid; and

(c) a study on the Bank/IDA.
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Mr. Miller said that such studies by ODI would be useful and would provoke

thinking. As the studies appeared, correspondence and debate on their

conclusions should follow in the more informed newspapers and journals

which would be stimulating and helpful.

Mr. Woods drew attention to some of the other aspects of the work of

the Bank group, such as the work on conciliation and arbitration, debt

reorganization, consortia and consultative groups.

Mr. Woods then asked how ODI met its expenses and added that the Bank

would want to pay its way and take care of any expenses involved in con-

nection with the studies referred to above. Sir Leslie explained that

ODI has three main sources of finance: the Ford Foundation, the Nuffield

Trust and contributions from private enterprise. He suggested that

Dr. White should work out a costing for the work proposed and let Mr. Woods

know.

Mr. Woods said this would be excellent and that as soon as ODI had

worked out its costing and its plan to proceed, Sir Leslie or Dr. White

should sit down with Mr. Miller to discuss the matter again. He could

give an assurance on Bank support over at least the next three years.

He particularly asked that ODI should move quickly on this matter.

cc: Mr. Woods
Mr. Knapp
Mr. Wilson
Mr. Aldewereld
Mr. Broches
Mr. Demuth
Mr. Friedman
Mr. Miller



De-ember 1, 1964

Mr. "Amiam Clark
Overseas Dwvolopemst Irwtitute Ltd
1W Piced114
Lmdou W., Aland

Dear mifa1 ,

Thsuk You for your lotter of 24th Novvubar- 1foning
mo Of your toru0Wg arrival in AMwria. tnfortunatly, I
Mhla be lftving Washington on the verY dqw that you vil bo

rrivg hre and wifl be in Brpe for th nxt month or so.

I -M VGr7 sorrY to mis you aid hope it *412. be po-
SMb1. to moot in Anope. I zay be coming to EkagKad just
6fter Mnw Y4r, but I a not sure yet.

Yours over,

naair P. Benjwk

) 'B: fph

cc. Miss Falardeau
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Mr. Kna

Mr. Mend

Action Note and File
Approval Note and Return
Comment Prepare Reply

Full Report Previous Papers

Information Recommendation

Initial Signature

Remarks

G.M. Wilson



HEADOUARTERS.

WASHINGTON 25,D.C.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
CABLE ADDRESS-INTBAFRAD

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
01HTERNAIONALCABLE ADDREBS.-INDEVAS

*BANK 01
EUROPEAN OFFICE:

4, AVENUE D'IENA

PARIS (16E) - FRANCE
TELEPHONE: KLEDER 25-10

December 18, 1964k

Mr. Geoffrey M. Wil n, Vice President
International Bank or Reconstruction

and Development
Washington, D.C.

Dear Geoffrey:

I enclose a few copies of the Overseas Develop-

ment chart.

Yours ever,

(Encls. 5) John/Duncan liller
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1IITISTfY OF OVERS7AS DEM. O!MET

PERMBaElT SECRETARY

DEPUTY SECRTARY
DIRRC2OR (Divisions to be supervised to

CILERAL OF be decided later)
ECONOLIC

UNDER SECRETARIES (8)
1. MTRD 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 CONTROLLER OF

EC 1
CIIC SPECIAL PROJECTS

TR a-IS
DIVISION

2. CE0GRAPRIOAL
DIVISION

3. STATISTICS
DIVISION INTEMRATIONAL ASIA EDUCATION SOCIAL DIEEOPEMT

DIVISION DIVISION DIVISION AND TRAINING
DIVISION

FINANCE M D AFRICA OVERSEAS NATURAL RESOURCES
DIVISION APPOINTMS AND PERSONNEL

EE.S DIVISION SERVICES
D ICION DIVISION

SPECIAL PROJECTS

DIRECTORATE

1. FINAICE 1. AID 1. EAST 1. S.E. 1. RECRUITME7T 1. EDUCATION 1. NATURAL 1. MEDICAL DEPT. INFORMATICN3
DEPT. CO-ORDfIATION AFRICA ASIA & POLICY DEPT.(I) RESOURCES DEPFT. 2. V3IU1TTART DEPT.

2. ACDOUNTS DEPT. DEPT. CEYLON DEPT. 2. EIUCATICN 2. SCIMICE & ORGANIZATIONS
DEPT. 2. INTE5NATIONAL 2. CETRAL lED DEPT. 2. EIUCATIONAL DEPT. (II) TECIUOLOGY DEPT.

3. CLITBEAE AND DEPT. SOUTMMI 2. INDIA & AND 3. UNESCO DEPT. 3. TRAINING
LkTIN AMERICAN 3. UNITED NATIONS AFRICA PAEISTAN MEDICAL DEPT. 3. OVERSEAS DEPT.
DEPT. DEPT. DEPT. DEPT., APPOINT- 4. ESTABLISH- SERVICE 4. AIMINISTRATIVE

4. CCOJNICATICNS 3. WEST AND 3. MIDIN~- NITS MENT DEPT. (I) SERVICES
DEPT. NORTE EAST DEPT. DEPT. 4. OVERSEAS BRANCH

AFRICA DEPT. 3. NATURAL SERVICE
DEPT. RESOURCES DEPT. (I)

APPOINT-

DEPT.
4. EGINEERING

APPOINT-
MEETS
DEPT.



Mr. Woeds NOvber 27, 194

WaOWd GrOVes

Assistaam to the Overseas Dwvlapmm titxte
(Attashed letter from Mr. iler)

Cartainl there is no ham in attaching our OI uatribyUtion to a
research projet into the advantages and disadvantages of multilateral
s4d. But perhaps ODI auld ponder the natter further and he a nvxbor
of usderatoly det&U4d suggesutms abut ther possible aetivities.

It R4tt very well be nor* helpf1, for intace, if oDI took up
another questen assUoned in Joannie Mille's letter -- naly, the
questin et the probla preSmted by the debt burden of the underdeveloped
eountries. The argzont foor IDA has to begin with estalishing the problem
of the debt bw*rn (you emly go e to the question of wAltilateral aid as
the seoond step in the argment); this is a probles, as Joaha. 1xlie,
vhich Is vry little unwdstodi and we auld give oDII' research people
controlled sees to Irving Friedamn's studies, whieh would be me way,
and a good way, of getting the results of thee studis to the peblio.
We could make a unique ontbirtiun to such a study, whereas the virtues
of bilateral versus miltilateral action have been argued and studied for
almost all of the 20 years sines UNRR axmd the first drafts ot the U. N.
charter.

Attabment

-,4
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